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INTRODUCTION

The Scientific Co-operation (SCOOP) Task on Official Food Control began in July 1999 with
completion in January 2002.  The Member States which indicated a wish to participate in this Task
were Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, The Netherlands and the UK, together with Norway.  The Task was co-ordinated by the
UK. The main objective of the Task was to make recommendations to the Commission and Member
States on, and to prepare a working document in support of:

1. the uniform interpretation of legislative standards and 

2.  the introduction of laboratory quality standards for food control laboratories.

There are a number of analytical and sampling issues which prevent the uniform implementation of
legislative standards; these will be addressed in this Task.  The Task particularly addressed the
problems of:

1. the fundamental principles on which the sampling procedures used by the Member States are
based.

2. the treatment of analytical variability (normally known as the measurement uncertainty) in
the interpretation of a statutory limit, and

 
3. the use of recovery corrections when calculating and reporting analytical results.

It was anticipated that these aspects would directly affect the interpretation of results in Member
States and so may be regarded as “food control”.  At the present time there is no common
interpretation of analytical results across the Community so significantly different results are
reported after analysis of the “same sample”.  A sample for which there is a statutory limit of, say, 4
�g/kg for a contaminant may be interpreted as containing 3 �g/kg on analysis in one Member State
but 10 �g/kg in another.  This is because some Member States correct analytical results for
recovery, others do not; some Member States include measurement uncertainty in the interpretation
of results, others do not.

The Task discussed whether it is therefore necessary for the interpretation of analytical results to be
similar for there to be equivalence across the Community.

The Participants stressed that this is not an analysis problem as such but an administrative problem
which has been highlighted as the result of recent activities in the analytical sector, most notably the
development of International Guidelines on the Use of Recovery Factors when Reporting Analytical
Results.

In addition the Task addressed aspects of the laboratory quality standards required by Directive
93/99.

In line with Article 15 of Directive 89/397/EEC Member States are required to identify their food
control laboratories, these laboratories to meet the quality standards prescribed by the Additional
Measures Food Control Directive. 

The Task collated information on how Member States are/have approached the problems with the
interpretation of the Directive. 
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The main aim of the task was to make recommendations to the Commission and Member States on
the issues in this area which could cause significant non-harmonisation within the EU.

The Task was undertaken to provide the scientific basis for the uniform interpretation of analytical
results across the Community and the development and refinement of aspects of laboratory quality
standards for food control laboratories.  It was anticipated that particular emphasis would be placed
on the use of recovery factors and the consideration of measurement uncertainty when reporting
results. 

The participants would provide the co-ordinator with national information in accordance with an
agreed format and would assist with language difficulties.  The information  provided was primarily
concerned with:

� the progress being made towards the interpretation and introduction of laboratory quality
standards for food control laboratories in each of the Member States since the adoption of
Directive 93/99,

� technical definitions of the scope of a food control laboratory,
� the basis of the sampling regimes used within the Member State in the food sector,
� the existing practice towards the correction of analytical results using recovery values, 
� the existing practice towards the inclusion or exclusion of measurement uncertainty when

reporting results, and
� the compliance with a legislative limit when considering measurement uncertainty

Information was to be collected through a series of questionnaires.

CONCLUSIONS 

The Task has been successful in that a number of objectives have been achieved these being: 

1. the identification of  number of procedures where different approaches are being taken in the
Member States; most notably sampling, measurement uncertainty and recovery corrections.

2. discussion on the effects of these differences.

3. recommendations as to future actions that should be taken with respect to these differences.

4. recommendations to the Commission as to how such issues should be addressed in future.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The SCOOP Task 9.1 has been successful in that a number of objectives have been achieved, the
principle one of these being the identification of a number of areas where there is a clear difference
of approach and where there is inconsistency across Member States.
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Participants therefore recommend to the Commission that:

A “Standing” Analytical/Sampling Working Group be set up within the Commission on behalf of
the Member States that will address the areas of non-harmonisation within the enforcement of
food control work, and where such non-harmonisation will lead to significant differences of
interpretation with respect to compliance across the EU.  In particular this Working Group
should initially consider the following areas where inconsistency has been shown or where
participants consider that some further clarification be given to avoid possible inconsistency:

� Sampling from lots with statistical control

� Sampling using average control

� The stage in the chain of production at which the sample is taken

� The action taken to follow up a result that indicates a sample does not comply with the limit
or standard (and legal responsibility for answering the possible offence)

� The circumstances in which the average of the items of a sample from a lot must comply
with the statutory limit or standard is used when interpreting results for samples

� The circumstances in which a set proportion of the individual items within a sample must
comply with the statutory limit 

� The circumstances where separate limits are applied to the individual results and to the
average for all results for the lot used when interpreting results for samples 

� The reporting of Measurement Uncertainty

� The derivation of measurement uncertainty and its expression, particularly requirements by
Accreditation Agencies

� The availability of rules, guidance or information for deriving and reporting the analytical
variability, and their application

� The interpretation on whether a result complies with a statutory limit or standard, taking into
account the analytical variability, and the responsible official for making this assessment 

� The treatment of recovery factors

� Information on whether the recovery factor should be reported with the result

� Whether the uncertainty of the recovery considered in the calculation of measurement
uncertainty

� The consideration of analytical aspects during the process of setting limits and standards

� Defining and reporting the scope of accreditation for food control laboratories (i.e. whether
Member States prescribe a certain minimum scope of accreditation for food control
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laboratories (i.e. any minimum number of combinations of analytes and matrices for which
accreditation is held))

� The preparation of information on the scope of the accreditation held by each food control
laboratory included in the return to the Commission identifying the food control laboratories
designated in each Member State, and the format used to report such information

� Information on whether Member States approach the distinction between 'official' food
control laboratories and 'approved' food control laboratories as described under Articles 7
and 15 Directive 89/397.

� Information on which Member States prescribe a certain minimum participation in
proficiency testing schemes for food control laboratories

� Information on whether the accreditation body in each Member State has any requirements
or guidance on participation in proficiency testing schemes

� Circumstances in which the generic approach to accreditation is used, and its application

� Rules or guidance provided by accreditation bodies on how generic accreditation should be
followed

� The identification of formal agreements or guidelines defining the relationship between the
Government, the accreditation body and the official food control laboratories

� The different agreements/guidelines to be brought together and circulated to interested
parties for information and comment.

� The additional requirements imposed by Competent Authorities over and beyond
accreditation on official or approved food control laboratories be formally collated and
circulated

� The inconsistency of inspection frequencies

� The time allowed for corrective actions

� The treatment of significant figures and decimal places in reporting and interpreting results
the number of significant figures taken into account when reporting results and interpreting
them against statutory limits

� Development of information on crisis situations

� The need for legislators within different Directorate Generals of the Commission harmonise
their approaches to the questions identified in this SCOOP Task.  In addition terminology,
should also be harmonised (with CEN, ISO, Codex etc.)

� The uniformity of enforcement in the EU, and in particular there appears to be no EU
approved or guidance level of sampling/analysis (which might be related to e.g. population,
level of food 'production' or level of perceived risk).  
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� The use of  “Unofficial Laboratories” for food control work.

� Problems with the Accreditation Standard References in the Additional Measures Directive.

� Availability of Ingredients to Aid the Enforcement of Quality Standards in End Product
Testing

� Conflicts of Interest

Participants considered that without these issues being addressed the possibility of non-uniform
interpretation of legislation across the European Union will remain.


